
 
 

BEST EXPERIENCE EVER

Greetings to everyone . I am cadet Vanya S. Dey from 1MP Girls Batallion NCC Indore from S.I.C.A school.

currently I am in 8th standard and I have join NCC in July 2021 only. On 23rd July my first class of NCC  was there ,

it was online but in that class also I enjoyed. Mrs. Sunita Patil mam is my ANO[Associate NCC officer], only because

of her I abled to join NCC as a cadet. Before this activity I have article writing I have done 2 more activities 1st I have

to make a drawing on Kargil Vijay Diwas. I was so glad to get my 1st activity on the most beautiful day for India . In

next activity there were 3 topics Iin which I have to poems -: “clean Indie Green India” , “Minimising Pollution”,

“Forest Conservation”. Which were very interesting topics. I have also given 3 poems -: 1] on “Sound pollution” 2] on

“loss of nature” 3] on Make it green  . Now this article writing is my 3rd activity, in this we have to write our

experience in NCC but as I mantion above I have join NCC in July 2021 only, so it is online so I decided to write

about experience of my senior cadet Trisha Sadh.

My senior cadet Trisha Sadh have participated in many activities in NCC as she is now in 10th standard . She has also

joined NCC in 8th standard . She has done many activites in 8th standard like -: speech on hand wash day, get duty in

primary as to aware the children of class from 1st – 5th for proper hygiene . She also did Swach Bharat Abhiyan by

collecting garbage from nearby garden. She also did parade on 26th January 2019 . My senior cadet Trisha has also

did Guard of honour in school in annual day. From her 2 years of NCC she told me everything about NCC-: it’s

discipline ,it’s punctuality ,it’s unity etc. Inspering from her I joined NCC and it is really very lucky that I get the

opportunity to become a NCC cadet , I wish I will have the same enjoyment like my senior cadet and I wish to go in

NCC camps , I wish that this pandemic will go soon from the world , so we can live our life with our choice.

THANK YOU
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